CRC Air Pistol League
Match Rules
Match Dates: Run for the entire fall indoor shooting season. The matches are fired on a weekly basis, beginning on
Wednesday morning and ending the following Tuesday evening.
Time: Most shooters will shoot immediately following the cartridge pistol matches fired on Wednesday. However, you may
shoot your match anytime during the week that is convenient to you.
Place: All shooting must take place at the CRC Indoor Range, Cincinnati, Oh.
Approved Firearms: All air pistols firing lead pellets may be used. No BBs. Any sight- open, dot, or scope may also be
used. One-handed hold.
Course of Fire: 30 shots, 5 per bull, at 10 meters (33 feet) on NRA B-40/4 air pistol targets
Shooting Distance: All shooting will be at 10 meters (33 feet). Shooters stand in the shooting stalls with targets 10
meters downrange.
Targets: There are four- bull air pistol targets in a box in the left-hand corner of the scoring room. Use 1 and ½ targets (6
bulls), firing 5 shots at each bull. Mark your name and date fired on each target.
Hanging Targets: There is a cable attached to the left-hand wall, while facing the targets, which can be stretched across
the range and attached to the eye-bolt in the right- hand wall. Targets are then hung by clips to this wire. An alternative is
to run the target out on the target carrier to the 10 meter location. There are two halogen lights that can be plugged in to
provide better lighting on the targets.
Lights: There are two halogen lights that can be plugged in to provide better lighting on the targets. There are orange
extension cords midways down the right-hand side of the range. Only plug in one light per cord.
Signing Up: There will be a notebook marked “AIR PISTOL LEAGUE” on the desk. This notebook will have sign-up
sheets for each week of shooting. On the proper page, enter YOUR NAME, DATE, SCORE, and amount Paid. These
sheets will be picked up Wednesday morning.
Scoring Targets: Score your targets. If someone else is with you, have them score it
Recording Scores: Upon shooting and scoring targets, write the scores in the notebook.
If you are shooting at a time other than on Wednesday with everyone else:





Record your score in the Air Gun binder on the appropriate page, indicate the date fired, and if you paid
Attach your $1.00 to the targets with the stapler
Place the targets and money in the front or back of the binder

Match Fees: $1.00 US for each match. Place the money in the front of the score notebook.
Awards: Must fire a minimum of 13 matches to be eligible for awards.
Keeping Targets: Place fired targets in the notebook.
Questions, comments or suggestions:
Vern McKinley
513-218-0534
vmckinley@fuse.net
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